Law School Disrupts
Student Publication
By Sheila Gavigan
In September, operating funds for
the UPS Law School student's newspaper, Amicus, were impounded by
the administration until editors
agreed not to mail copies to Law
School alumni and Pierce County
American Bar Association members.
Amicus, which had been allocated
$5,000 for the academic year, was
organized by law students last spring
when two issues were distributed to
law school students, alumni, and
ABA members.
"Unlike the 'Trail and other ASUPS
organizations, the law school
student organizations count on
funding from the administration. No
separate fee is charged for Student
Body needs, "Eric Swanson, editor of
Amicus, : said. "Therefore, by refusing to give us budgeted funds, The
University is censoring the paper."
According to Swanson, the first
issue of Amicus last spring had
raised controversy involving the
former dean of the Law School,
William Rudolph — and the"administration felt the article needlessly
stirred up the waters among alumni
and they did not want to see it
happen in every issue."
"One article in the paper contained an interview with former dean
Rudolph and Rudolph said certain
things about the relationship
between the dean of the Law School
and President Phibbs. That's what
the 'controversy' was all about,"
Swanson explained.
The administration justified its
action by saying that they were
working on a newsletter aimed at
alumni and that the student paper
would offer conflicting views of the
University, Swanson continued.
f

"That's just an excuse for . censorship. Ever since our first issue, we've
received nothing but praise for our
journalistic writing and research —
our stories weren't shoddy or
gossipy," the editor declared.
Don Cohen, acting dean of the
Law School, referred all questions
about the newspaper dispute to the
Office of Public Relations on the
main campus.
Kathleen Deakins, assistant to
the Director of Public Relations said,
"The Student newspaper was written
for students by students. The alumni
aren't the intended audience. The

Several Loggers close in on a North Dakota player during a muddy, but
exciting, 10 - 6 victory. Story, page 11.

•••
A Pentagon spokesman says a US
Air Force C-141 cargo plane crashed
during joint exercises of the
American rapid deployment force
and Egyptian military forces. The
spokesman says all 13 people
aboard were killed.
The spokesman says the plane
crashed early Thursday at the
military airfield Cairo West. He says
the dead included six crew members
and seven passengers, all of them Air
Force personnel. The crew
originated form the McChord Air
Force Base in Tacoma.

•••
Soviet President Breshnev said
Wednesday that the Madrid Security
Conference — which may collapse
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Nobel Prize
Laureate Speaks Sunday
Dr. Linus Pauling, two-time Nobel
laureate, comes to the University of
Puget Sound for a special lecture on
"Nutrition and Health" Sunday,
Nov. 16 at 2 pm in the Fieldhouse.
Best known for his research in-

dicating that vitamin C may prevent
or lessen the effects of viral infections, Pauling says his latest work
indicates the vitamin may have a
similar effect on cancer.
A native of Portland, Ore., Dr.
Paulflig earned his B.S. from Oregon
State College in 1922. Since that
time, his success in chemistry, biology and medicine has earned him the
reputation among his fellow peers
as one of the'greatest living scientists.
Pauling's research on the nature
because of the Russian refusal to
of the chemical bond won him the
discuss human rights — will not be
Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1954.
allowed to become what he called a
In 1962, he was awarded a second
forum for demagoguery. The Soviet
Nobel - this time, the Nobel Peace
leader blamed Western countries for
Prize for his humanitarian works.
the impasse over the agenda while at
Later, Pauling's research earned him
a dinner in Moscow to honor the
the National Medal of Science in
visiting Finnish President.
1974 presented to him by President
•••
Gerald Ford.
A band of about 118 Haitian
Pauling also is distinguished for
refugees who had been stranded on his pioneering work in determining
a tiny island north of Cuba were the cause of sickle-cell anemia, for
overcome by Bahamas police today which he was named the first reciand put on a vessel that will take pient of the Dr. Martin Luther King
them home. The refugees tried to Jr. Medical Achievement Award.
fight police saying they would rather
Holding a Ph.D. from the Califordie than return to Haiti, but they nia Institute of Technology, Pauling
were too weak because of a lack of also possesses honorary doctorates
food during their month and a half from over thirty universities,
stay on the island.
•••

UPI International News
An Egyptian newspaper is quoting
what's described as a well-informed
Egytian diplomat as saying
President-elect Ronald Reagan will
appoint Henry Kissinger to take over
Sol Linowitz' responsibilities in the
Middle East peace talks. The article
said Kissinger was the most likely
candidate for the special envoy's job
because of his close connections
with Anwar Sadat and other leaders
in the area.

Photo by Greg Bulkley

Authorities blamed dry weather,
arsonists, and hunters for fires that
have destroyed more than forty
thousand acres of woodland in
eastern Kentucky during the
nineteen days the area has been
without rain. MOre than 100 fires
continued unchecked Wednesday,
despite efforts of nearly one
thousand firefighters who have been
working twelve hour shifts most of
the week.

including Yale, Cambridge, Oxford,
Paris and Berlin. He is the author of
over 400 scientific papers, has published over 100 articles on social and
political questions. He also has
authored several books, including a
"Science and World Peace" and
"Vitamin C and the Common Cold."
Pauling's most recent book, coauthored with Dr. Ewan Cameron, al
distinguished surgeon, is titled
"Cancer and Vitamin C: A Discussion
of the Nature, Causes, Prevention,

and Treatment of _Cancer, with
Special Reference to the Value of Vitamin C." A culmination of extensive research and testing as outlined
in the book, their recent experiments
seem to indicate that vitamin C extends the lifespan of patients with
advanced cancer, and helps them
lead less painful lives.
The appearance of Linus Pauling,
sponsored by the UPS Chemistry
Department, is one of the many lectures sponsored each year by academic departments to enhance study
within specific disciplines and to appeal to the broader community. The
lecture is free and open to the
public. For more information, call
756-3123.
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Cut Load, Keep 4 - 1 - 4

Winterim Assets Outweigh Harms
By Steve Harvey
The elimination or continuation of
the Winterimprogram at UPS is the
subject of perennial debate, but it
appears this year in a slightly
different context, one which perhaps
demands more serious consideration
than usual: elimination of Winterim
is now being considered as one of a
number of proposals for reducing
the faculty course load.
Examination of the assets and liabilities of Winterim in this context was
the subject of this week's Tuesday
Tea and Sherry program at Langlow
house. The discussion was to have
focused on the efficacy of
eliminating Winterim as a means to
reducing course load, but gravitated
inevitably toward questioning the
value of the Winterim program itself.
The arguments against Winterim
were much the same as in past years,
but they are worth examining - again
- to understand why eliminating
winterim, though probably the
easiest way to achieve a course load
reduction, is neither a desirable nor
an acceptable proposal. First,
however, it will be helpful to have
some kind of definition of what Winterim is supposed to be and do. To
that end I turn to the 1980 - 81
Winterim course catalogue:

Winterim, a month-long term
which encourages academic
experimentation and innovation,
offers courses which differ in subject matter or treatment from those in
the regular semesters and which
contribute to the broadening
horizons of a community dedicated
to liberal education. By allowing
concentration on a single pursuit,
Winterim
engenders creativity,
inspires reflection, and demands selfdiscipline.
Winterim studies supplement and

enrich the regular curriculum by
encouraging students to investigate
new fields of inquiry, faculty to
experiment with teaching ideas, and
the entire Uinversity Community to
set the conerns of the regular
semesters aside and to participate int
the many cultural, social, and extraacademic events that occur during
this special term.
The argument many opponents of
Winterim advance is that the
program is essentially a waste of
time. One manifestation of this
complaint from a student's point of
view holds that no worthwhile
courses are offered; the lack of
variety leaves few acceptable
options. This argument, however, is
misled in a number of ways. Of the
ninety-odd academic (meaning other
than P.E. or activity credit) courses
from twenty-odd departments listed
in this year's catalogue, it is difficult
to believe that any individual could
not find at least two or three courses
of interest. Even assuming
otherwise, though, the options of
independent study or exchange with
another school are available and
encouraged. Diversity of subject
matter is readily accessible to
anyone willing to take some
_ _
initiative.
Another argument
a dvanced
against Winterim is that too many of
the course offerings are designed so
as to be inaccesible to the non-major
and that this defeats the purpose of
winterim as a time to seek
something "different." Again, the
complaint does not address the
actual situation: only fifteen of the
courses offered this year are
designated as "designed for
majors" or list prerequisites that
would generally exclude non-majors,
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and of these, ten are listed under
two academic departments. The
fact is, as many returning students
will attest, that Winterim does offer a
unique opportunity to explore areas
outside one's major, and more
importantly, that this opportunity
could never be worked into a regular
semester schedule.
A somewhat more legitimate
argument concerns the fact that
many students misinterpret the
prompting to seek intellectual
challenge outside their regular
course of study as an invitation to
play for four weeks. While this is
probably true to a certain extent, the
telling fact here is that any problem
that exists is one of student attitude,
and this is not an immediate
responsibility of the university.
Moreover, this type of attitude, if it
exists, would hardly be unique to
Winterim but would be equally a
problem during the 'semester: there
are always those who seek the path
of least resistance in any situation.
To that extent, the university could
hardly justify eliminating a program
which benefits a large number of its
population because of a few
members of its community abuse
the program's freedoms.
The last argument against the winterim program which I will consider
holds that in one way or another
many of the course offerings have
less than adequate academic merit.
In this I suggest there is somewhat of
a paradox: the line to be drawn
between "outside the scope of
regular curriculum" and "of
insufficient academic merit" is a
fine line indeed, and subjective at
that. Even so, if such a problem
exists, it should be remedied by a

redifinition of goals or a discussion
of what the philosophy behind the
Winterim,program really should be.
At any rate, it is hardly justification

for eliminating Winterim we should
hope that medicine has advanced
beyond the point of killing the
patient to cure the disease.
Finally, let us not forget the fact
that Winterim and the 4-1-4 system is
a selling point for the university and
justifiably so. Any number of
students will tell you that the
Winterim program as it is
idealistically characterized in our
Admissions literature was a deciding
factor in their decision to attend
UPS.
Overall, the arguments against the
Winterim program simply do not
justify its elimination for the
purposes of reducing faculty load
however easy an option that might
be. Other, better options are
available to achieve load reduction;
the Winterim program is based on a
sound educational philosophy. Fourone-four is a good system, and although from time to time its
components may need reworking, it
is a system that should be
maintained.

Language in the
Liberal Arts
KUPS will broadcast a discussion and debate between Foreign
Language Professor Michael
Rocchi and UPS President Philip
Phibbs during their public
service program On Campus
Sunday night at 8:00 pm. Rocchi
and Phibbs will discuss the role
of foreign language study in a
liberal arts education. The
program should be informative
and quite interesting for all
students, faculty, and staff; we
recommend it highly.
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Cousens Attacks
Specialization
Dear Staff:
"Out of date, perhaps, but who
wasn't these days? Out of date, but
loyal to his own time."
George Smiley

Matters of tone aside, which can
fog any moral landscape, the Trail
has lately discussed issues central to
the meaning of this or any
university. It is refreshing to see
controversial themes fearlessly
raised. Recent editorial statements
on the inherent conflict between the
liberal arts and specialization, or
between learning and training,
education and vocationalization,
seem to me both wejl intentioned
and institutionally necessary.
History shows that the faculty is
reluctant to address the
philosophical rationale behind a
curriculum clearly committed to the
liberal arts. Too much specialized
pork barreling and pedagogical
horse trading characterized the core
debates of recent memory. Students
are better at getting quickly to the
heart of the matter. Various
committees have labored and
eventually given birth to a
teratomatous glob of distribution
requirements instead of a legitimate
core. The Trail is right in sensing
confusion and betrayal in the whole
effort to achieve an honest program
of undergraduate courses dedicated
to the liberal arts.
What is needed is a fully articulated and logically coherent set of
classes whose purpose is the
creation of well-rounded and
critically informed students. Illiberality in education produces slaves to
technique and narrow specialization. Liberality frees individuals
from vocational prejudice and
economic paranoia; and it moves
them to think about the larger issue
of what it means to live the good life
emotionally, intellectually, politically, and culturally.
Unquestionably , specialization is
the disease when professionalism is
viewed as health in the curriculum.
Sure, specialization is necessary at
some point in a student's career;
but only in the major when it is
without flab, and obviously in
graduate school once a career is
knowingly selected. It does not
belong in the first two years of a
liberal arts education, not at all. For
freshmen and sophomores,
premature professionalization--all
those nasty prerequisites for certain
swollen majors—is an infamous thing
that a guardian university ought to
crush and re-shape in a way closer to
the real needs of genuine learning.
A faculty overly interested in
colonizing students with the
preoccupations of the marketplace

and in upping the population of
specific majors is guilty of a subtle
kind of exploitation that only time
can and will reveal.
Agreed , UPS is not exactly
a Pedagogical Province. But it
could, like an outraged Luther
finding a place to stand, show
contempt for academic indulgences.
It could also, by adopting the
following paradigm, liberate
undergraduate spirits from the
mechanical arts that are ruining the
whole concept of a core:
Define core through a fully articulated and internally consistent
group. of introductory courses
in world history, physics, biology,
chemistry, mathematics through
calculus, art history, music history,
Western philosophy, Western literature, comparative religion, and
foreign language.
No grades
would be given in core, and students could repeat each course
without charge until proficiency is
attained. University-wide examinations in each area could be
given twice yearly, students to sit
for them only when they feel adeSatisfactory
quately prepared.
performance on such exams
would be required for graduation,
and grade retrieval derived from
such tests could be arranged.
A core faculty would be responsible for supervising the integrity of such requirements. The
current illiberal proliferation of
specialized courses would end,
cut off or stretched as needed on
a procrustean bed of the liberal
arts.
All departments would be
called upon to support the core
with as much enthusiasm and
commitment as they now give to
the major.
Basic skills, such as writing,
doing sums, and speaking, should
be assumed. Students deficient in
such accomplishments would be
referred to remedial classes so
that the work of the university
could go on in the comparatively
sophisticated manner essential to
genuine learning and scholarship.
Such a system would create a
true community of scholars on
campus. The intellectual center
would hold, and the liberal tradition
in the best sense would be served.
Furthermore, rejection of traditional
grades for core would be beneficial
to both students and faculty. The
students would feel free to learn for
its own sake, and the faculty would
not have to administer tedious tests
during the semester at the expense
of solid teaching. In such a context,
.students could learn, and teachers
teach. So-called honors would also
disappear, and experimentation in
the humanities to overcome the
imbalances produced by the virus of
specialization would simply be part
of the core for all students.

I hope the

Trail

keeps
slogging through the curricular
marshland. Once the bogs are

drained and the miasmal vapors
cleansed, proper cultivation can
begin in earnest.

individual from provincialism and
opens new possibilities for exploration. It is obvious that we believe a
good basis for such a liberal education is to be found within the liberal

. Sincerely,

arts; it is not limited, however, to
liberal arts disciplines but ought to
be found across the University's
curriculum.
There is, as you state, an inherent
tension between specialization and
breadth in education; but, as an
obstruction to liberal education,
specialization is to be found in the
liberal arts as well as in the professional schools.
The University a long time ago,
embarked upon professional undergraduate education when it established such' programs as Education,
Business, Music, and Occupational
and Physical Therapy. No one
realistically today proposes
returning to those pre-professional
days. Our problem as an institution
is to balance the obvious student desire for professional education, as reflected in the significantly high enrollment in professional programs,
with what we regard as the student's
need for a liberating education. This
policy has led us to support professional programs, but at the same
time to press those programs to base
themselves more solidly upon a liberal education and to avoid the enticing trap of purely technical training. To a considerable degree, we
have been successful in doing this.

F.L. Cousens
Department of English

UPS Focus on
Liberal Ed.
Not Liberal Arts
To the Editor:
Because it rests upon a fundamental misconception of what the
University is about, your editorial in
last week's Trail ("More Sour Notes
On Liberal Arts"), is unfair both to
the University and to the new Director of the School of Business and
Public Administration, Dr. Robert
Shively.
Whatever the term "liberal arts"
may mean to you, it is a fairly standard term used to identify those fields
of study contained within the natural and social sciences and the humanities. Specifically, that term excludes professional schools. The
University does not, however,
characterize its primary educational
thrust as a liberal arts undergraduate program. We consistently have
used the term "liberal education"
because that term addressed the
nature of an undergraduate educational experience and not simply the
location of one's academic major.
A liberal education is that
academic experience by which a person acquires broad exposure to
basic fields of inquiry, acquires considerable depth in one field, and one
which reduces the likelihood that
one's undergraduate education will
become obsolete. A liberal education is one which liberates the

Term Papers

'

Please Turn to Page 5, Column 1
Letters are welcomed, but must be typed and
'signed, and are due in the TRAIL office by
noon on the Monday preceeding publication.
The editor reserves the right to edit all non-essential material which does not affect
content. The editor also reserves the right to
notify any groups or individuals named in
letters and to allow them to respond to any
statements made about them in the same issue
if the editor determines that response at a
later time would not reverse any possible
damages. Letters will be printed on a space available, first-come, first-served basis.
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Peace Corps Comes to UPS
Recruiting representatives for the
Peace Corps and VISTA (Volunteers
In Service To America), will be on
the UPS campus Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 17 and 18. The visit comes
approximately 20 years from the day
that John F. Kennedy made his
clarion call, from the steps of the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
to international service through
the Peace Corps.
Brian Davey, former VISTA volunteer and recruiting team leader, will
be located at an information booth
in the SUB lobby on Monday, Nov.
17, from 9-2. Individual interviews
will be held Tuesday, Nov. 18 in
Collins Library, Room 225. Students
are asked to sign up in advance for
the interviews in Collins Library, Rm
225. A special Peace Corps and
VISTA film seminar is scheduled for
Monday, Nov. 17 from 3-4:30 in the
SUB, Room 2. All students, faculty,
and staff are invited to the seminar.
Davey pointed out that since the
first Peace Corps volunteers stepped
off the plane in Ghana in 1961, over
80,000 Americans have lent two
years of their lives to serving the

Four Nominated ,
for Fulbright
Barry Bauska is pleased to_rej
that the University will have four
Fulbright Program nominees for
1981-82 Graduate Study Abroad.
These nominees, their proposed
fields of study, and the countries in
which they intend to work are:
Sabine Birlenbach, Banking,
Germany
Dan Johnson, Geophysics, New
Zealand
Paula Stock, Politics, Switzerland
Jean Wilkinson, International
Affairs, Germany

Enjoy the friendly,
personal hospitality of an Englishtype bed and breakfast home on
your next visit to UPS.

The Keenam House

needs of people in the third world.
VISTA, founded in 1964 as the
domestic counterpart to the Peace
Corps, has seen nearly 60,000 Americans serve one year in poverty areas
around the U.S. Davey states that
the Pea,:e Corps needs approximately 2,000 new volunteers for programs
that begin next Spring and Summer
overseas, while VISTA needs more
than 1,000 of work in low-income
communities in the U.S. To join
either program, age, race, or sex is
not a factor, but, according to
Davey, "Volunteers must be selfmotivated, willing to endure frustration and hardship, and retain a sense
of humor." He emphasized that the
Peace Corps and VISTA are seeking
people of many backgrounds,
including farmers, college grads, and
blue collar workers. Retired persons
because of their skills and maturity
are also highly sought. Davey added
that specific skills currently in need
by the Peace Corps include people
with a knowledge of forestry, farming, health, nutrition, construction,
skilled trades, fisheries, math and
science, teaching, business, French
and civil engineering.
A major change in the way applicants are selected for Peace Corps
assignments has also begun. Individuals can now apply for Peace Corps
service up to a year in advance of
their intended date of entry, and can
be notified of their selection as
much as six to eight months before
their tour of service is to begin.
Both programs provide a living
allowance, medical and insurance
coverage, transportation costs, cultural and language training where
necessary, and a cash readjustment
allowance paid at the end of service.
Peace Corps volunteers must be U.S.
citizens, and if married, have no
dependents. VISTA's can be either
U.S. citizens of permanent residents.

Our accomodations include three
double rooms comfortably
furnished including breakfast all for
just $25.00 per night.

2610 No. Warner

SENATE REPORT
By Theresa Wirdh
New Senators Sworn In
ASUPS President Carl Perkins
swore in the senators who were elected in the October campus
elections. Lorraine Hingston, Larry
Campbell, Ken Liljekvist, Karen
Clark, Julie Nelson, Joe Terteling,
and Bryn Lane (reelected) are now
official members of the ASUPS Senate.
Student Court
The trustees have asked some of
Student Court members to step
down. The Student Court consists of
seven men and one woman. The
Trustees believe that this is not a
representative sample of the UPS
community,and in order to make it
one,they must ask some members to
resign. Carl Perkins stated that

he feels the best people were chosen
and he will not encourage resignation by any members of the
Student Court.
Miscellaneous
Steve GerroPette reported that
the insurance claim submitted when
the ASUPS van was stolen has been
returned. The amount received
covered the entire claim plus the
fifty dollar deductible.
Plans are being made to organize
a Senate retreat; probable dates
include the 14th and 15th of
November.
Carl Perkins brought up the idea
of having offices for the Senators in
the SUB. This idea was welcomed
with great enthusiasm. Carl will
begin looking into this possibility.

Scholarship Corner
Far-Harden Scholarship for Black Students
One to three scholarships in
amounts ranging from $500 to $1600
'will be awarded for the 1980-81
academic year.
Qualifications:
Applicant must be a black
student.
Applicant must have a minimum
gpa of 2.5 and must not be on academic probataion.

3. Applicant must be a Washington resident.
Students meeting those qualifications should send resume, including
major, gpa, and extra-curricular activities to:
Mrs. Grant
8810 H ipk ins Road S.W.
Lakewood, Washington 98498
No deadline is specified, but
students should apply immediately.

Loans Available for Mt St Helens Vicbins
The University has recently received
a special allocation of National
Direct Student Loan funds to help
students that were financially impacted because of the Mount St.
Helens volcanic eruptions. These ,
funds can only be awarded to students whose financial circumstances,
or those of their parents, were negatively affected due to loss or reduc-

tion in employment or because of
loss of property or other assets. If
this may apply to you, please come
to the Financial Aid Office and schedule an appointment with a
Financial Aid Counselor just as soon
as possible. These limited funds will
be awarded on a first come, first
serve basis until all funds have been
allocated.

752-0702

Scholarships Offered to Mad', Business ardent.

CO14

9

10%off any purchase
before Christma

BOOK FEIRE
North Tacoma's Book Store
(cornerof N. 26th and Proctor)
10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

759-4 680

0O*9

The Farmers Insurance Group provides annual donations based on the
number of UPS graduates now
employed by Farmers Insurance
Group. The Farmers Insurance
Group gift to the University is $4,600.
For the 1980-81 academic year, scholarships will be awarded in amounts
ranging from $250 to $1,000.
The following are conditions and
qualifications:
1. The scholarships are restricted
to tuition for second, third and
fourth year students in the fields of
mathematics, business
administration, personnel and other
areas related to the insurance
industry.

Awards will be determined primarily on the basis of financial need.
Applicants must have previously
submitted a financial aid form.
Applicants are expected to
have at least a C+ grade point
average.
Recipients are expected to
conduct themselves according to
the laws of the United Sates and
Washington.
Recipients must submit a biographical sketch to Farmers Insurance Group.
Applications .must be submitted
no later than Monday, November 24,
and are available from the Financial
Aid Office, Jones 106.
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Letters Continued
Continued from Page 3
The Business School, in particular,
has limited its major requirements to
the level mandated by the faculty
for all academic departments. In
addition, it regularly requires of its
majors coursework in traditional liberal arts departments such as Economics and Mathematics.
The policy of balancing liberal education and the inherently specialized education in professional
schools was a primary consideration
in the search committee's selection
of Robert Shively as the Director of
the School of Business and Public
Administration. It was our judgement that, with his background as an
undergraduate liberal arts major and
with advanced professional preparation in Business and Public Administration, he was uniquely qualified
to address the needs of professional
students for liberal education.
Finally, let me comment upon
your criticism of our concern for the
University's image. You have used
that term perjoratively when it need
not be. Image simply refers to the
perception that others have of the
University, and of these various
publics, that their perception of us
accords as nearly as possible with
reality. We believe prospective
students require a clear, accurate
picture of an undergraduate
program which offers both a solid
grounding in the liberal arts and professional education. Similarly, we
believe supporters of the University
are entitled to an accurate represen-

tation of our undergraduate
philosophy.
There is no disparity, then,
between what the University says it
is doing and what it actually is doing.
Sincerely,
Wolf red Bauer

Academic Cliques
Wrong for
Liberal Education
To the Editor:
I am concerned about some conversations with students that indicate to me that the distribution requirements may not be working as
intended, to furnish a liberal arts
perspective to students. While I had
accomplished my distribution requirements before transferring to
UPS, so I have not been directly
affected by them, I have talked to
many humanities majors who have
taken science and math courses, and
suffered and groaned through them,
and been relieved to get C's,
although they are intelligent and articulate students. Recently, in a
conversation with a science major (I
don't talk to many science majors,
which indicates that I myself am
part of the problem), I learned that
science majors often suffer and
groan through their humanites
courses, and fell intimidated by
competition with people majoring in

Local Composer's Work at UPS
By Virginia Boyer
Two concerts in the Music Department next week offer a chance for
students to learn more about
contemporary music and to hear
compositions by Dr. Lawrence Ebert,
a faculty member and composer.
On Wednesday, November 19 at
8:00 p.m., students and faculty present a Twentieth Century Recital,
"Musica Nova". Dr. Ebert's song
cycle, "Four Fragments for Voice
And Small Orchestra" will be performed by Dr. Thomas Goleeke, for
whom it was written in 1975. This is
a first performance of the piece.
The Wednesday program includes
works by Poulenc, Leonard
Bernstein, Chavez, Trombley, and a
U.S. premier of "Melodie" by Gerard
Conde, for soprano, clarinet, piano,
and recorder which Richard Kessler,
obtained from Conde during his research on contemporary music in
Paris last summer.
On Friday, November 21, at 8:00
p.m. the University Orchestra, conducted by Edward Sefarian, plays
another Ebert piece, "Overture",
composed in 1978. The program
also includes works by Vivaldi,
Debussy, and Bizet. Both concerts
are in the recital hall.
Dr. Ebert explains that the texts
for "Four Fragments" are parts of
Bible verses. His compositions are
in the Schoenberg 12-tone system.
They might have a little more
dissonance than one might expect,
but should be approached with an
open mind, he adds. The advantage
of stretching one's mind to deal with
dissonance is that his compositions
are "music written in our own time,

, not museum pieces." As an example
of the break with traditional harmonies that occurred at the
beginning of the 20th century, Dr.
Ebert's music is a reflection of our
time in that it uses idioms that are
prevalent now.
Dr. Ebert remarks that all
students interested in a liberal education should take advantage of
campus recitals and dramatic
productions. Composers and artists
are on campus to give students the
chance to approach them and discuss music and art. He thinks it's a
sad commentary when students
don't attend recitals. Also, the
performers themselves seldom
have the opportunity for the composer of a work of music to advise
them on its interpretation.

!hose fields.
I am beginning to get the feeling
of very rigid "clumps" on campus - a
Humanities clump, a Business clump,
a Science clump, and O.T. - P.T
clump, and heaven knows what
other clumps, and never the clumps
shall meet. This is not my idea of the
proper liberal arts atmosphere.
I must add that not all I have
heard has been negative, that some
broadening of perspective occurs
among those I have talked with.
Also, I would not expect a student's
favorite course to be in another field,
since people tend to major in their
favorite subjects. But I wish I would
hear a much more positive note. Am
I talking to the wrong people? Tell
me it's not true.

pick up any unsold ski
equipment sunday.

Sincerel
Tami L. Lun

Virginia Boyer

Credit Given
Where Due
To the Editor:
As a former Trail staff member
of three years, and as former Production Manager under Editor Dan
Pearson, I have never feh the need
to criticize the Trail since you took
over, for it is a quality paper. I have
one large complaint now, however,
and feel compelled to voice it.
I am a work-study student for the
Office of Public Relations here, and
my primary function is to write news
releases for local (and other) newspapers. This year, the
Trail has run
many of my stories - verbatim. (I
keep copies of these published articles in my job portfolio.) This is flattering, and the fact that the stories
do not carry my by-line does not
bother me. The TNTdoesn't give me
by-lines either, for it is not common
practice with news releases.
However, I am furious, and rightly
so, that someone else was given a
by-line for a story I wrote, word for

Editor's Note: You're right, and i
speaking for this paper, I apologize.
In attempting to offer an explanation
I will say that Sam Chandler has
been given the responsibility to
report on all the Lecture Series
Speakers. Therefore, at the last
minute, when we saw the article, we
wrongly and carelessly assumed that
Sam Chandler wrote it. Furthermore, I
would like to thank you and the
Pub'icity Office for sending us
releases (especially ones which can
be printed verbatim). We try not to
distort them, and if this has occurred, it
certainly was not intentional.

Special Note
To the person who left in our office a
letter concerning the baseball tear—
Our letter policy requires that lette.
must be typed and signed to 11published. If you will just corr
down to reclaim. acknowledge, at.
then resubmit your letter, we WI./
gladly print it.

FOR SALE
•

Mens 10 Speed Ventura $50
Usable skis, Bindings OK $10
John 474-2847

Hamburgers, sandwiches, and
beer are so tasty here.
The West End offers free peanuts

UPS SKI SWAP
SWAP
Announcing the 2nd annaul Ski Team, ski swap.
Sale starts saturday November 15 @ Kilworth
Chapel. If you have anything to sell check it in
friday night between 5:00
and 9:00. Lots of new and
used Alpine and Cross
Country deals. Please

word. In the Nov. 6 issue of the
Trail
the story "Talk Series Kicks
Off" (p. 7) carries the by-line of Sa'
Chandler. I worked very long ar
very hard on that story, (which,
cidentally, ran in four area newsp
pers) and, though it doesn't both .
me that 'don't receive by-line cred ,
for my work, it strongly irritates n
to see someone else get credit for it
I know not where the blame shall 1, ,
placed for this oversight, but
sincerely hope you will correct it.
also hope it never happens again.
After all, one should not giv
credit where credit is not due.

O

every Tuesday.
LD
O

61.1
Monday
$.25 hot dogs

°

■10

Happy Hour
6:OOpm-2:OOam
Friday
free popcorri
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Law School
Charged with Censorship
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TL T Presents 'Heaven Can Wait"

Continued from page one
paper should be directed to students
only."
"The Law School is developing an
institutional piece — like Arches — for
reaching alumni, just as any school
would do."
But the student editor contends
that by withholding funds needed
for printing the paper, the administration has control over what is included in the paper.
"Students here at the Law School
have all been exposed to contract
law. The administration says it did
not break a written constitutional
law by impounding our funds. But I
think the Law School, more than any
other educational institution, would
hold to the spirit of the First
Amendment — if not the letter,"
Swanson said.
Tentatively, the first issue of
Amicus for this year is scheduled for
the end of November, but Swanson

said his plans aren't firm yet.
"We receive a one-time contribution from the Pierce County Bar of
$300 and are using ad revenues to
try and meet printing costs. We've
received calls and letters of support
from alumni and bar members, and
some suggested we solicit subscriptions from alumni," Swanson said.
"Last week we had elections and
asked students if they would be
willing to support the paper with a
small fee each semester. So far, all
the students we've talked with are
supportive.
Swanson added that the Student
Body Organization would only take
legal action as a "last resort,"
aecause law students would need to
devote too much time and money to
a legal battle while they are still
attending school.

Put yourself where
you're needed

PE -e Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge
and skills with the people of developing
nations and ;,ere at home. They're individuals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to help other
people.
Your college degree OR appropriate
work background may qualify you for the
experience of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12 months.

Peace Corps
and VISTA
Experience
Guaranteed

November 17

Information Booth. 9AM-2PM.SUB lobby
Film Seminar. 3PM SUB Room 2.

November 18

Interviews. Sign up in advance. Collins
Library, room 225.

ATTN SENIORS:
Early applicants have a greater chance of
selection and wider choice of assignments for
openings beginning May - Dec 1981. We
encourage you to apply now for these positions.
.....

The third snow of the season at
Tacoma Little Theatre, "Heaven Can
Wait," is generating a lot of excitement. Harry Segall's comedy-fantasy
has been put through the wringer of
movie-making twice (under the titles
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan" and "Heaven
Can Wait"), but everyone agrees that
the stage version is a delight which
far surpasses both of the films. First
presented on Broadway, the play has
been produced hundreds of times
with great success by theatre groups
across the country.
"Heaven Can Wait" will run from
November 14 through the 29th. Perormance dates and times are:
Friday and Saturday, November 14
nd 15 at 8 in the evening, Friday
nd Saturday, November 21 and 22
t 8, Sunday, November 23 at 2
Sunday Matinee), and Friday and

Saturday, November 28 and 29 at 8.

Single tickets may be reserved by
phone and are priced as follows: $4
for Adults, $3 for Senior Citizens (62
years and older) and Students between the ages of 12 and 21, and
tween the ages of 12 and 21, and $2
for Students 11 years and under.
Season Tickets are available to
Adults for $18 and to Senior Citizens
and Students for $15 - a substantial
savings in both categories over the
singles ticket price.
Reservations for "Heaven Can
Wait" are now open. For reservations and/or further information,
please contact the box office by
calling 272-2481 or by coming to 210
N. "I" Street (just off Division Ave.
near Wright Park) in Tacoma. Regular office hours are 1 to 7 pm
Tuesday through Saturday.

Dick Gregory Will
Finally Visit UPS
After numerous cancellations, including an unfortunate last minute
cancellation here at UPS, Dick
Gregory has begun to meet the nation
on the lecture circuit. Gregory spent
41/2 months in Iran as a private citizen at the beginning of last May.
The trip was made in an attempt to
secure a peaceful solution to the USIran conflict. Within a week of his
arrival back into the US, serious battling began in the Iran-Iraq region.
At the news of this outbreak, the
White House and the US State Dept.
became terribly uncomfortable
about the safety and security of the
52 American hostages. It was at this
point that the State Dept. began the
soliciting the advice of Mr.
Gregory; they felt that he would be
an excellent link to the resolution
process in regards to the tensionpacked area.
Dick Gregory has always had a
deep-seated interest in the welfare
of this nation; and his deepest concern is that human suffering brought
on by ignorance and apathy be alleviated through "peaceful and pray ful" means. Throughout the 1960's,
when he was participating in most
major and minor demonstrations for
human rights in America, this theme
of "prayful, peaceful, nonviolent

resolutions" was the motivation behind the man. And today, Dick Gregory still fosters the belief in a positive moral passion of humanity:
"The real champion, I have come to
understand, is the man who has risen
to the crest of life's highest purpose singular and complete devotion to
serving one's fellow man."
The University of Puget Sound
(and community) will have the opportunity to see and listen to this
magnanimous individual on Wednesday, November 19 at 8 pm in the
Kilworth Chapel. Tickets are $1.00
for UPS students with ID and $2.00
for the general public. For more information about this lecture, contact
the Student Programs Office at 7563367.

Wanna Be a
Movie Star?
ACME Fast Pictures will be filming
a scene from its upcoming movie
"Garbage" in Kilworth Chapel on
Saturday, Nov. 15, between 1-5 pm.
There are many roles available! Enthusiasm and a willingness to work
are the only requirements. If interested, please sign up on the sheet
posted outside the Theatre Dept. in
the basement of Jones.

r

0111111174*,51.
HAIR DESIGN
207: Off On Perms
With This Coupon

Includes Hair Cut and Dry
3321 N 26th

Hair Cut And
Blow Dry
$7.00
759-2363

J
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LEO LII aU
YOU'VE GOT\
'1 THE POWER
1 / 2 :0c11

frforr\
'111 )101 1ov.

3490
SPECIAL FEATURES:
equests et

*Logger Football, Sat. 1:25
UPS vs Simon Fraser
*Look for...Good Morning
from Paris!!
*New Bedtime Stories,
11:00PM
Join the Spring KUPS team
Call us at 756-3277
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UPS Receives New Faculty
Wade Hands
Economics

Denis Umstot
Business and Public Administration

Wade Hands is a Ph.D. candidate
at Indiana University; he is presently
working on his dissertation. Hands
taught at Indiana University as a
graduate student.
He has published an article, "The
Methodology of Economic ResearcF.
Programs," a publication dealing
with philosophy of economics.

William Dasher
Chemistry

John Riegsecker
Math—Computer Science

William Dasher went to the
University of Washington as a
graduate student and taught there as
a pre-doctoral instructor (P01).
Dasher said that he liked the campus and the personal type of education here.
He said that he enjoys basketball,
volleyball, fishing, hiking, reading,
and KZAM .

0

An taring Laperrenre
at James Center

We are open
for Breakfast
Lunch & Dinner
Our Specialties
Homemade Soups.
Pies and
Cinnamon Rolls
'

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. to II p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 8 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday 9 a.m. - II p.m.

Take Out Orders Arai:able
[

Denis Umstot taught at the
University of Washington, the Air
Force Institute of Technology, and
the Air Force Academy.
For Winterim, Umstot is teaching
"Understanding Organization: A
Systems Perspective." The course
will analyze in depth the Crystal
Mountain Ski Resort.
Umstot said that his favorite
author was James A. Michener.

565-3496

John Riegsecker received his Ph.D.
from the University of
Illinois/ChicagoCircle. He taught for
four years at Central College in
Pella, Iowa.
Riegsecker said that he liked chess,
tennis, hiking, and foraging for
mushrooms.

■

Robert Shively
Business and Public Administration

David Scott
Math—Computer Science

Robert Shively this year replaced
Robert Waldo as Director of the
School of Business and Public
Administration. Shively said that he
liked it here very much and that he
identified with what President
Phibbs was trying to accomplish at
UPS.
For ten years Shively was
Associate Dean of the Babcock
Graduate School of Management at
Wake Forest University in Winston
Salem, North Carolina.
Shively received his Ph.D. from
Cornell in 1972.

David Scott said that he came here
because he wanted a smaller school
in this area of the country.
Scott received his B.A. at Grinnel
College, His M.A. at Brandeis
University, and his Ph.D. at the
University of Washington.
Scott said that he liked soccer,
hiking, and photography.

Barbara Beckman received a D.A.
(Doctor of Arts) in Germanics and
Linguistics at the University of
Washington. For three years she was
an Assistant Professor at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.
Beckman has published an article
in European University Studies a
publication dealing with German
Language and situations entitled
"Underlying Word Order—German as
a VSO (verb-subject-object)
Language."
Beckman said that one of the reasons she came to UPS was that she
knew of it since gradeschool when
she took music lessons here.
For winterim Beckman is teaching
"Language and Culture," a course of
the historical development of
language and the relationships of
the languages and alterations in
them to the cultures that they are
used in.
Beckman plays the violin in the
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra.

Barbara Beckman
Foreign Languages—German

Geoffrey Block
Music
For three years Geoffrey Block
was a teaching fellow at Harvard,
which was where he received his
M.A. and Ph.D. After that he went to
Ojai, California, to become Director
of Music at the Thacher School, a
private secondary school.
He said that he was interested in
teaching a winterim course on
American musicals, with the class
writing a collaborative musical.
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Album Review

Earth to Stevie. .

Movie Review
•

By Paul Grondahl

Steve Forbert
Little Stevie Orbit

Oh God. He's Back!

I By Elizabeth Elliott

"Oh God, Book II" is showing at the Temple Theater, at 2d & St.
Helens, along with "Heading for Broadway." Show times for "Oh
God" are 7:00 & 10:30, Monday through Friday, and 2:00, 7:00, & 10:30
Saturday and Sunday. "Heading for Broadway" shows at 8:45 during
the week and at 3:45 & 8:45 on weekends. Both shows are rated PG.

Nemperor
Little Stevie Orbit is Steve Forbert's
third album, the latest chapter in a
distinctively American success
story. The homely kid from a little
town in Mississippi who cracked the
music scene in New York via sheer
obstinancy, has reason for a little
whimsical revelry as the LP's title
suggests. (Little Stevie Orbit scored
as impressive 43 rating in its debut
appearance in the Rolling Stone Top
100 Album Chart last week.)
The lyrics on several of the songs
are punched out in Forbert's rasp in
a playful mood with tongue firmly
planted in cheek. "I've been on all of
the planets too/At least 15 I'd
say/Been all across the universe in
every which way/But mostly it's
been planet Earth/And I don't know
why that's so/Let's drink up one
more glass of beer/It's almost time
to go." And so go the extraterrestrial ramblings of Little Stevie on
"One More Glass of Beer."
We're still waiting to beam Forbert
aboard, but he eludes the laws of
gravity once more on the cosmic
cut, "The Visitor." "And yes I am a
visitor/I've got a life to live/While
I'm here upon this circumstance
called Earth/And all I am is energy
and now I'm in this form/I came
shooting down the universe at
birth."
Forbert does descend from the
ozone long enough to sear us with a
pass of his hot guitar and harmonica
work on the ironic humor of the rock
'n roily "Get Well Soon" and the
pulsating force of " Cellophane
City." He allows himself to get
tender and personal on a couple of

nice love songs, "Song for
Carmelita" and "Song for Katrina."
It is this blend of insight, humor and
sensitivity on the 13 tunes, all
written by Forbert, that make the
album a real pleaser.
If you're tired of getting waxed at
the record shop by those LPs where
you hardly get your headphones on
and they're over, then take a tip
from Steve. "People will get their
money's worth on this album,"
Forbert says of Little Steve Orbit, an
album that runs over 23 minutes a
side.

George Burns is back again as — you guessed it — God. How, you may
ask, does this Second Movie compare with the First? To say the least, it
runs a decided second, upholding the worn-out observation that the
sequel is never as good as the original.
In Book II, John Denver has been replaced by a precociouscutesie-pie
little girl named Tracey. A daughter of parents who have decided to go
their separate ways, Tracey lives with her mother, Suzanne Pleshette.
It is while she is enjoying an outing with her father, David Birney, that
Tracey is first contacted by God. Why Tracey? well, she has just finished expounding her philosophy of life to her father, ending up with
"sometimes you just have to believe in things you can't see like
God!" Of course, it is this last remark that singles Tracey out — to be
contacted by a message in a fortune cookie. So the story goes.
God needs Tracey to advertise for him. He doesn't want to perform
any miracles because people would "..remember the miracle and forget why". He did it. Tracey invents a slogan and gets into all sorts ot
trouble for disrupting her school and neglecting her homework. And,
on top of that, everyone thinks she has gone crazy. Tracey is in a lot ot
trouble, and there is only one who can help her. But where is He?.
It's not the story line that distinguishes this movie from the original
it's certainly no more fantastic than the first story. There are the usual
deep messages slipped into seemingly innocuous dialogues, and
hidden under symbolic and allegorical disguises. George Burns is his
usual lovable self, and Suzanne Pleshette and David Birney are fine in
their roles. One thing to me that detracted from the quality of the film
was the central figure, Tracey. She is'just a bit much. While some
might coo over such a child, for others she's too hard to take
Admittedly, things get better. Perhaps it is a numbing of the mind..
Another possible reason for the differences between Books I & II is the
director. Carl Reiner might possibly have been able to work some
magic that Gilbert Cates could not
It you liked the original "Oh God," there's a good chance you'll like
this one. It you didn't like the first one, don't bother with the second
And, lastly, it you didn't see the first but are considering the second,
you may as well go -- but be patient. It gets better after the first halt
hour

$10,000 to be Awarded to Poets

Sound Check

The Heats are Hot
Seattle's most popular bar band,
The Heats, swung through Tacoma
on Tuesday night to play Digger's
tavern. The show was opened by the
Smoldering Remains and the Young
Adults.
Even before the Remains took the
stage, a crowd had begun to assemble at the Pogo-a-Gogo in anticipation of the Heats; the most publicized
band in the Northwest.
The Smoldering Remains, sporting
the latest in casual fashion, played
an energetic set of original and
cover songs including "Mongoloid"
by Devo. People continued to file in
as the Young Adults, a new band
from Tacoma, took the stage. Featuring a female vocalist, their show
included songs by such artists as
Elvis Costello, Nick Lowe, and Linda
Ronstadt.
By the time the Young Adults finished their set, the Heats had entered the bar and were socializing
with its patrons. Band members are
Ken Deans on Drums, and Keith Lilly
on bass. Steve Pearson and Dor
Short, the "front men," play guitar
and sing.
The Heats looked like real rock
star, as they took the stage. Sporting
Mop-top haircuts and silver tennis
shoes, the band proceeded to play

By Charlie Dahlgren
two forty minute sets and one
encore. Their songlist included
original songs including "I Don't Like
Your Face" and "Ordinary Girls"
from their single that was released
last spring, and cover tunes including several early Beatle-type songs.
The show was brought to an end
with a rousing version of "Dizzy
Lizzy."
The show The Heats put on
proved to provide an enjoyable evening. This band seems to have Pop
music down to a tee, and though it
may not be the most innovative
sound around, it is entertaining.
Currently, The Heats are drawing
packed houses in Seattle. They have
an album recorded and are "shopping" for a label to pick them up.
Their formula seems to be working,
but how far it takes them is yet to be
seen.

A $1,000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Special Poetry Competition sponsored by World of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 49 other cash
or merchandise awards, totaling
over $10,000.

Says Contest Chairman, Joseph
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic
talent of every kind, and expect our
contest to produce exciting discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms are
available from the World of Poetry,
2431 Stockton, Dept. N, Sacramento,
California 95817

START SKIING !
for less than you might expect
SKI PACKAGE
Atomic skis
vrolia Bindings
Barrecrafters Poles

Announcement
"There's only one Parkland Sports center"
Any persons living in off-campus
houses can be pictured in the '81
Tamanawas if you contact Tamara
Marson at the Yearbook office or at
x4622. Please have a date and time
decided before you call. Deadline is
Nov. 21st.

Layaways
Welcome
1122 PACIFIC AVENUE TACOMA. WASHINGTON 98444 LE 1-6501
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California Artists Showcased
in Free Exhibit
The Tacoma Art Museum announces the first Northwest showing
of some of the leading exponents of
contemporary painting and print
making currently going on in California. Wnrks by a distinguished group
of California artists, most of whom
have reached national prominence,
will be seen beginning November 6
through November 30, 1980 at the
Tacoma Art Museum.
Works included in the exhibition
will be some important paintings by
Nathan Oliveira, watercolors by
Joseph Raffael; and a large watercolor of Japanese carp will be included in the exhibition. Mr.
Raffael's mastery of the transparent
watercolor medium has been recognized by collectors and major
museums throughout the United
States in which his work resides. California figurative painter, Paul
Wonner, will also be participating in
the exhibition, as well as Ron Davis.
New works by Sam Francis in the
print medium will also be seen. Mr.
Francis' newest prints are a combination of hand made papers and brilliant applied color. Also in the exhibition will be some recent work by
Richard Diebenkorn. Wayne
Thiebaud has included in the exhibition his most recent series of etchings
of San Francisco scenes. This is a
departure from Mr. Thiebaud's usual

pop art or figures. Also included in
the exhibition will be works by
James Torlakson, Fletcher Benton,
Elmer Bischoff, Billy Al Bengston
and Mark Adams. This exhibition
has been made possible by the courtesy of the John Berggruen Gallery
of San Francisco.
The exhibition is open free of
charge to the public at the Tacoma
Art Museum, 12th and Pacific Ave.
in downtown Tacoma. The Museum
is open from 10 am to 4 pm Monday
through Saturday and from noon to
5 pm on Sunday.
For further information contact
the Museum at 272-4258.

O.T. DEADLINE
APPROACHES
All students who are interested in
the Occupational Therapy Undergraduate or Certificate programs for
Spring Smester, 1981, must have all
application materials submitted by
November 15,1980.
Applications for the Fall Semester,
1981, Masters, Certificate, and
Undergraduate programs will be
available November 15, 1980 in the
Admissions Office. The deadline for
the return of these applications
will be February 15, 1981.
Please call the Office of Admissions
(3211) for further information.

LOOK
What's in Class
This Year...

$12.00

JA-

SKRU
Lt. Blue

QUANTITY
S M L _
S
M
L_

Green

S M L _

COLORS
White

Allow 2 weeks delivery
Please Include your mailing address

Dealer inquiries invited

DEL'VERED

100% COTTON
SURGICAL PANTS
Please find enclosed S
in check, money order or bill my
Mastercard/Visa No.
Exp. Date
Interbank No.
Make all checks payable to:
Pacific Prints
P.O. Box 5466
Tacoma, WA 98405

Security Blotter
10-27 at 5:00 pm: A suspicious acting
male was observed in the Student
Union Building by a student who
had negative contact with this individual last spring. The suspect has
been the object of numerous complaints by female students. The suspect left the Student Union Building
before Security could contact him.
10-28 at 9:12 pm: A student reported
that unknown individual(s) spraypainted one side of his vehicle which
was parked in the vicinity of N. 18th
and Warner.
10-29 at 12:15 pm: A non-student was
arrested for criminal trespassing in
Kittredge. This individual was the
suspicious white male who was
observed on Monday, October 27,
1980, at 5:00 pm.
10-31 at 3:14 am: A custodian in the
Music building reported that
unknown individual(s) ignited a
small fire in a metal ashtray which
was resting on a sofa cushion. The
heat from the ashtray ignited the
material of the cushion, causing
approximately $150 in damages. Investigation is pending.

11-1 between 9:30 am and 11:45 pm:
The Security Department received
numerous reports of a suspicious
white male sighted in different locations on the campus. The suspect
was observed dressed in women's

apparel and making suggestive
comments to several females whom
he contacted. Investigation is
pending. Referred to the Tacoma
Police Department.
11-1 at 5:14 pm: A staff member reported the theft of his unsecured
bicycle from the Library bicycle
rack.
11-2 at 11:38 pm: A student reported a
suspiciously acting male looking into
various dormitory windows in the
vicinity of the north dorms. Investigation is pending. Referred to the
Tacoma Police Department.
11-3 at 6:36 pm: A student reported the
theft of his unsecured bicycle from the
library bicycle rack.
11-4 at 11:06 pm: A student reported
that unknown individuals shot out a
window of his residence on North
10th street with a BB gun. A friend
who was visiting the house was
struck by a BB after he went outside
to investigate the incident.
11-8 at 6:16 pm: A three car accident
occurred at North 18th and Warner
when a vehicle that was leaving the
Anderson/Langdon parking lot was
struck by a vehicle proceeding east
on North 18th. A third vehicle which
was parked on the street was also
struck. The approximate damage to
the three vehicles was $5,000.

CIAC Seeks Voluntary Support
CIAC stands for Community Involvement and Action Center. It is a
student referral volunteer agency
located in Room 212 of the SUB, and
is an organization designed to encourage students to become involved
in some sort of volunteer work in the
Tacoma community. Students who
wish to enhance their college education outside of the classroom and
library would find volunteer work
very rewarding. Too often, colleges
become self-contained and removed
from community problems and what
is referred to as "the real world."
One way of linking this campus
and its students more closely to the
community is through student
participation in local volunteer activities. Volunteer work is one of the
most rewarding experiences a
student, or for that matter, anyone
can do. It leads to personal growth,
job experience, development of
new skills, new ideas and personal
contact with many individuals.
There are many opportunities in
volunteer work, such as working in
the hospitals either with patients or
the visiting public, working with
the mentally or physically handicapped children and adults, tutoring
children in many schools and
teaching English to Asian refugees,
"adopting" a younger brother or sister or grandparent, and much more.
Groups of students are encouraged
to hold a party or visit another group
in need of friends. These and other
projects are perfect for philanthropies or community work, and they
only take about three or four hours
on one afternoon or evening.
If fall semester looks just too
busy, then try doing some work
during Winterim when there is a lot

of extra free time. After all, everyone has something to offer and to
gain. Drop by the CIAC office
between 3 and 5 any weekday, or
call and leave a message, x3374, or
x3367.

Tri-Delts Try to
Clean the Air
Members of Delta Delta Delta
sorority at UPS are looking for quitters. They're looking for people who
will pledge to quit smoking on
November 20, the Great American
Smokeout. The Great American
Smokeout is a national campaign
sponsored by the American Cancer
Society. It is designed to encourage
smokers to quit for one day...and to
quit permanently, one day at a time.
Kerry Gibson, Tri-Delt service project coordinator, said members of
the sorority will be distributing signup posters throughout campus and
contacting faculty, staff and
students who smoke.
The American Cancer Society estimates that 30 million Americans are
ex-smokers. Yet some 54 million still
smoke, consuming more than 615
billion cigarettes each year.
Smoking is responsible for about 70
percent of all cases of lung "cancer,
and only 10 percent of lung cancer
patients are saved.
The sorority is sponsoring the
Great American Smokeout at UPS in
conjunction with the Pierce County
Unit of the American Cancer Society.
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Volleyballers Eye Playoffs

Loggers Scalp Sioux
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It was not fit weather for fightin'
Sioux but some of the beasts loved
it. The University of Puget Sound
won the struggle over the elements
and a good University of North
Dakota football team. This was the
first meeting of the teams in
football, although the basketball
teams met in a super quarterfinal
game, also won by the Loggers. The
scoring all came in the first half with
the Loggers controlling the tempo
and the ball. Led by the running of
Rick Lindblad and the 9 for 10
passing of Steve Hunt (6-6) and Rod
Drivesteun (3-4) UPS scored their TD
on a one yard sneak by Hunt. The
winning margin was provided by the
toe of Monty Laughlin who added
the extra point and then kicked a 34
yard field goal in the second quarter. The running attack of the
Fightin' Sioux (third in the nation at
260 yards per game average) was
held to 115 by the Logger defense.
Again the "Gators" were led by allAmerican candidate Bob Jackson
with 11 unassisted tackles and 2
fumbles recoveries. Other defensive
leaders were Buster Crook (13), Jeff
Walters (9), Dave Allison (10). Milson
Jones of UND was 5th in the nation
in rushing with a 119 yard average

and ended up with 45 for the day.
Offensively the Loggers were led by
Lindblad's 56 yards and the passing
attack which was 14 for 21 for 103
yards and 0 interceptions. Keith
Brown led the receivers with 4 for 45
yards. There were 13 fumbles in the
game that featured rain, wind and
mud. North Dakotans were heard to
say they have never seen weather
like this, let alone play in it. The
Nodaks end the season at 6-4 and
the Loggers are now 5-3 with a game
next Saturday with the Clansmen
from Simon Fraser of Canada. The
crowd warmly acknowledged the
presence of Senator-elect Slade
Gorton and family, whose daughter
attends UPS. There was a special
half time award of a letterman's
blanket to Dr. " Bob", old number
"221", Robert C. Johnson, the team
doctor and sports medicine
physician, for his 22+ years of aid to
Logger athletes and people.
Although there will remain a question of how he handles a golf club,
there is none on his ability to work
with the "hogs" and the "gators"
and the rest of the Loggers A
special thank you to Bob from all of
us, and to the Logs for a great
game

feated Linfield College, who are always in contention for the playoffs,
thereby handing them one of their
two losses this season.
UPS had an eight game winning
streak up until the Willamette Tournament in Salem,Ore., where they
were defeated in their two matches
only to bounce back on their current seven game winning streak.
The Loggers have been given
strong, steady performances this
year by their captain, Aimee DeLine,
and by freshmen setter Tammy
Brown, and by hitters Lisa Cook and
Mary Cannon.
This past weekend, the Loggers
won the Lewis & Clark Invitational
Tournament in Portland, Ore. They
recorded wins over Pacific Univ.,
Willamette, Central Wash., and
Portland Univ. in securing the first
place finish.
The next home match is November
11, against Central Washington at the
UPS Fieldhouse.

UPS Hosts Holiday Classic
The 2nd Annual Tacoma Athletic
Commission/University of Puget
Sound "Holiday Classic," to be played
in Tacoma at the UPS Fieldhouse, has
set up the following teams for' the
high school and college divisions:
HIGH SCHOOL DIVISION:
Kings "Knights" vs North Mason
"Bulldogs"
Ridgefield "Spudd*'rs" vs Cashmere
"Bulldogs"
COLLEGE DIVISION:
Seattle University "Chieftains" vs
Central Wash. State University
"Wildcats"

Central Missouri State "Mules" vs
University of Puget Sound "Loggers"
The classic will be held at the
Fieldhouse on December 29 &30,
1980. The High School Division
starts at 3:15 pm and 5 pm; then the
College Division at 7 and 9 each day,
with winners vs winners at the later
hour the second day. The tickets
will be priced at $8.00 and $10.00,
and special student ticket for $3.00.
This is for all games on both days.
Ticket information available at
Athletic Dept., call 756-3140.

GOLDEN RULE
ALERT!

Do You Want to
Work with People?

Supersaver rule change.
30 day advanced purchase on
certain airlines.
e don't guarentee airline sanity!

A panel discussion on some career
options in the Social Services is
being sponsored by the Religion
Department and Career 'Planning.
The discussion will be held in the
McCormick Room, second floor in
the library, November 19th,
4:00 p.m.

2518 N. ADAMS
752-1438

PETE'S FOREIGN AUTO REPA

(Formerly located at BIG 6 Service)
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
WE'VF MOVED!

EXCELLENT SERVICE
AT A FAIR PRICE

4

ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF
0,

1222 SOUTH SPRAGUE
BY PECK FIELD
572-3768
MERCEDES BMW

.

FOREIGN CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS
JAGUAR AUSTIN PEUGOT

PORSCHEOPEL MC, VW TO YOTA

A UPS Logger freezes the action of a North Dakota plater in last week's
Photo by Greg Bulkley
victory in Baker Stadium.

The University of Puget Sound
Loggers Women's Varsity Volleyball
Team is in the midst of a season that
could mean playoff action. With less
than seven matches left in the
season, the Logger women hold a 20
and 7 record, with excellent chances
of making it to the regional playoffs
in Division III of the AIAW, to be
held in Ashland, OR. November 2122.
This year, UPS has had to search
deep within the ranks of their squad
for leadership and support and they
have found it.
"We are having to depend greatly
on our freshmen this year," said
Head Coach Roberta Wilson, "and
they haven't let us down."
The Loggers have five returning
players, but only two have more
than one year of collegiate experience. Yet inexperience hasn't taken
anything away from this team's
ferocity. Earlier this season they de-
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Weekly Calendar
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14

1

4:00 pm - Junior and Senior Recitals in

12.10 pm - Student Recital in the
Recital Hall.

6•08 8:30 - Campus Film:

"Coal

au pm - Brown Bag: "Monte Carlo
on Four Thousand Dollars a Day," a
short play written, produced, and
directed by Paul Sowers.

3:00 pm - Film: Women's Studies and

Miner's Daughter" in Mc006.

FSU present "Babies and Banners" in
Mc006.

6:30 pm - Catholic Mass in Kilworth

4:00 pm - Tuesday Tea and Sherry, in

7:00 pm - Women's Swimming vs.
Central Washington University in the
UPS pool
6:00, 8:30, and 11•00 pm - Campus Film:
"Coal Miner's Daughter," starring
Sissy Spacek and Tommy Lee Jones.
Admission 50 cents with ID.

8:17 pm - KUPS Special: A Conversa-

the Music Building Recital Hall.

i 7 pm - Wesley Christian Fellowship,
11 the Kilworth Chapel.

7:30 pm - Wheelchair Basketball: The
LI'S Loggers (this year's team of
potential national champions) will
meet the Puget Sound Wheelhawks
in the Fieldhouse for a game of
Wheelchair Basketball. The
program is presented by the Student
Occupational Therapy Association.
All proceeds will go to the Loggers,
the SOTA, and the Wheelhawks,
who are members of the national
Wheelchair Association.

tion with Phil Phibbs and Michael
Rocchi (Michael Rocchi. President
Phibbs will be interviewed about the
nature of foreign languages in the
context of a liberal arts education,
followed by a debate between
Phibbs and Rocchi, moderated by
Sefrioui Jarrellah, which will
consider such issues as the duty of
an institution of UPS caliber to
instruct the future leader of our
society in the knowledge and the
tolerance of foreign language.

8113- Play: "The Deadly Game"

8:00 pm - Senior Recital in the Music

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Building Recital Hall.

1:30 pm - Football game vs. Simon
Fraser, in Baker Stadium.

8:00 pm - Play: "The Deadly Game,"
the opening night for the second
game of the season. Set in the high
Swiss Alps, the play depicts an
American salesman who is lost in a
snowstorm and becomes the guest
of three eccentric lawyers. In a
bizarre courtroom game he is forced
to defend his life. The play runs
through the 22nd. Tickets are $4.00
for general admission and $3.00 for
students and senior citizens. Call
the inside Theatre box office at 7563329 between 1-5 pm weekly for
reservations and more informations.

8:00 pm - ASUPS Lectures Committee
presents Dick Gregory — Critic, Philosopher, Human Rights Activist,
Recording Artist, Comedian, Social
Satirist, and Political Analyst.
Gregory combines all of these roles
to serve the cause of human
liberation and to alleviate human
suffering brought on by ignorance
and apathy. In the Kilworth Chapel

8110 pm -

"Coal Miner's Daughter," in Mc006.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17

Faculty Recital:
"20th
Century Music," in the Recital Hall

8:00 pm - Faculty Recital in the Music

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20

8:00 pm - Play: "The Deadly Game"
9.:00 pm - Union House: Pat Woodland

.

Building Recital Hall.

on stage.

7:X p, - Wesley Christian Fellowship,

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16

in the Kilworth Chapel.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

NV pm -

Lecture: Linus Pauling
speaks on "Health and Nutrition" in
the Fieldhouse. See story, front
page.

the Inside Theater.
in the SUB Lounge.

I

Monstrous and
Minute Featured
University of Puget Sound, Museum
of Natural History, Tacoma, Washington. Open House, featuring displays on ''The Giants and the Miniatures in the Natural World." The public is invited to attend this free
program. Sunday, November 16, 1
to 4 pm. Enter Thompson Hall
through the southwest door from the
Union Avenue parking lot.

HITCHHIKING,.

\

By Garry Trudeau
With Permission from
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8:00 pm - Union House: Open Mike.

Famous Pianist Comes to UPS
James Johnson is a pianist of dazzling technique and interpretive
maturity, a combination which is the
hallmark of this young American
performer. Johnson's brilliant virtuosity in the Liszt tradition may be
traced to such musical links to the
grand Romantic style as Ozan Marsh,
Anjelica von Sauer, and Louis
Kentner
A prize winning performer from
childhood, James Johnson made his
orchestral debut at 13, and has performed widely as soloist and with orchestras as diverse as the London
Royal Philharmonic and the Fairbanks, Alaska Symphony.
His playing has received wide critical acclaim throughout the United
States. His recording of the Chaminade Concertstuck on ORION was
recently praised on National Public
Radio's review program, "First

v
47
OKAY, YOU CAN
GET OUT HERE. THIS
LOOKS LIKE A PRETTY
6000 SPOT FOR

8:00 pm - Play: "The Deadly Game," in

11:30 am - Showcase: Pat Woodland,

for mirimba with piano accompaniment.
The recital is free and open to the
public. Call the UPS School of
Music for more information, 7563253.

Featuring "Fantasy on Japanese
Woodprints" to "Pieces for Four Solo
Timpani," percussion is on the program for a University of Puget Sound
Faculty Recital, 8 p.m. Nov. 17, in Jacobsen Recital Hall on campus.
Phillip Hanson, a new member of
the School of Music faculty, is the
principle percussionist and
timpanist for the Tacoma Symphony.
He performs extensively and has
been teaching privately in the
Tacoma area for the past five years.
He will be accompanied by
Margaret Lobbergett on the piano.
The program includes "Pieces for
Four Solo Timpani: Improvisation,
Molto Perpetuo, Canto and March"
by Elliot Carter. Others are "French
Suite for Multiple Percussion" by
William Kraft and "Fantasy on Japa-

the United Press
Syndicate

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

6:X, 8•0, and 11:00 pm - Campus Film:

Percussion Concert on Monday

Loonesbury

the Langlow House.

Chapel.

Johnson has been pianist-inresidence at the University of Alaska
since 1974, during which time he has
continued to play 30 concerts a year
in Alaska and the contiguous states,
as well as to produce student
winners of state, regional and
national prizes.
Johnson will be performing
Thursday, November 20 at 8 pm in
the J acobsen Recital Hall.
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Hearing," and his recording of works
of Donnanyi was chosed as one of
the 10 best recent releases by
CLAVIER magazine. His performance
of the Mendelssohn concerti, with
which he will tour with the Victoria
Symphony, was selected as the
September 1979 Record of the
month by MUSICAL HERITAGE
SOCIETY.
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